2

MAY

Riveting Legal Romantic Suspense
from a Practicing Attorney
yy “Rachel Dylan knows the inside of a courtroom.”—Rick Acker, bestselling author of
Death in the Mind’s Eye
yy Twists together two court cases as the
heroine is both prosecutor and witness
yy Offers a satisfying blend of sigh-worthy
romance and edge-of-your-seat suspense

P

rosecutor Sophie Dawson’s first job in the White Collar division of
the Fulton County D.A.’s office is to build a case against a local bank
employee who may be cheating clients. But when circumstances beyond
her control leave her as the only witness to a double homicide involving a
vengeful gang, her world is turned upside down.
Former Atlanta police officer turned private security guard Cooper Knight
is hired to ensure that Sophie is kept safe. But as threats escalate, they
don’t know who they can trust.
Sophie is determined not to back down, but her bank case gets more
complicated by the day, and the gang will stop at nothing to keep her from
testifying. Sophie wants to take a stand for what’s right—but can Cooper,
who is determined not to be distracted by their growing attraction, keep
her safe so that she can finish her pursuit for justice?

Lone Witness
Atlanta Justice #2

Rachel Dylan

9 780764 219818

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 1
$14.99
978-0-7642-1981-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rachel Dylan was a litigator
in one of Atlanta’s most
elite law firms for over eight
years and now works as an
attorney at one of the Big
Three automobile manufacturers. She is the author of Deadly
Proof and four Love Inspired
Suspense novels and lives in
© Erika Aitken Photography
Michigan with her husband.
She is active on social media and you can visit her
website at www.racheldylan.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Atlanta Justice
1 Deadly Proof
978-0-7642-1980-1

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MAY

Charming Historical Romance Novella
Collection for the Value Buyer
yy Three novellas from popular historical
romance authors now available in print
for the first time
yy Approachable introduction to Connealy, Hunter,
and Turano for the value-conscious buyer
yy Delightful combination of authors known for
their lovable characters, witty humor,
and endearing romance

T

hree of Christian historical fiction’s beloved authors come together in
this romantic and humorous collection of novellas featuring prequels
to their latest series. New and loyal fans alike will enjoy these novellas
previously released only as ebooks. Connealy’s “The Boden Birthright” journeys to the Old West, where ranch hand Chance Boden’s determination to
be his own boss is challenged by his employer’s pretty daughter. Hunter’s
“A Lady of Esteem” follows a Regency-era young lady whose chance at
love and reputation in society are threatened by a nasty rumor. Turano’s
“At Your Request” tells of a young woman who is humbled at her newly
lowered status in society when she is reunited with the very man whose
proposal she rejected.

All for Love 3-in-1
Mary Connealy, Kristi Ann Hunter, and Jen Turano

9 780764 231025

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 1
$10.99
978-0-7642-3102-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
304 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Collections & Anthologies
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Mary Connealy writes “romantic comedies with
cowboys” and has more than half a million books in
print. Mary lives on a ranch in eastern Nebraska with
her very own romantic cowboy hero. Learn more at
www.maryconnealy.com.
Kristi Ann Hunter is the author of the Hawthorne
House series and a 2016 RITA Award winner and
Christy Award finalist. She lives with her husband and
three children in Georgia. Find her online at www.
kristiannhunter.com.
Jen Turano, author of nine books and two novellas,
is a member of ACFW and lives in a suburb of Denver,
Colorado. Visit her website at www.jenturano.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
All My Tomorrows 3-in-1
978-0-7642-3101-8

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MAY

Wade’s Fan Base Grows with Each
New Deeply Romantic Release
yy “[Wade] is an exceptional storyteller. . . . She
captivates the reader’s attention and holds
their interest from the first chapter to the
end.”—RT Book Reviews
yy Award-winning author whose books are a
must-read for inspirational romance fans
yy “Wade starts this new series off strong, introducing characters that are easy to invest in.”
—Publishers Weekly on True to You

F

amously beautiful model Willow Bradford is taking a temporary break
from her hectic schedule to work as the innkeeper at her family’s smalltown bed-and-breakfast. She was enjoying the peace of her hometown,
Merryweather, Washington, right up until she came face-to-face with Corbin
Stewart, the man she loves to hate. A thoughtful rule-follower by nature,
Willow threw caution to the wind four years ago when she entrusted her
heart to Corbin—and suffered the consequences when it all fell apart.
Former NFL quarterback Corbin is forceful, charming, and accustomed
to getting what he wants . . . except where Willow Bradford is concerned.
Unable to forget her, he’s never stopped regretting what happened between
them. When their paths unexpectedly cross again, he’s determined to make
her give him a second chance.
When a decades-old missing persons case finds Corbin and Willow working together, they’re forced to confront their past and who they’ve become—
and whether they can risk falling for one another all over again.

Falling for You

A Bradford Sisters Romance

Becky Wade
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 1
$13.99
978-0-7642-1937-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
FICTION / Romance / Clean & Wholesome
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Becky Wade is a native of
California who attended Baylor
University, met and married a
Texan, and now lives in Dallas.
A favorite among readers
of Christian contemporary
romance, Becky has won a
Carol Award, an Inspirational
Reader’s Choice Award, and an
INSPY Award. Learn more at
www.beckywade.com.
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9 780764 219375

ALSO AVAILABLE
A Bradford Sisters Romance
True to You
978-0-7642-1936-8
Her One and Only
978-0-7642-1110-2
A Love Like Ours
978-0-7642-1109-6

© Emilie Hendryx,
E.A. Creative Photography

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MAY

Hedlund’s Acclaimed Orphan
Train Series Rolls On!
yy Hedlund has won the 2014 Carol Award, the
2016 Christy Award, and the 2016 Christian
Book Award
yy Gives a riveting glimpse into the life of a placing
agent delivering orphans to new homes
yy “A heart-stirring story of survival and love
filled with memorable characters.”—Booklist
starred review of With You Always

M

arianne Neumann has one goal in life: to find her lost younger
sister, Sophie. When Marianne takes a job as a placing agent
with the Children’s Aid Society in 1858 New York, she not only hopes to
give children a better life but seeks to discover whether Sophie ended up
leaving the city on an orphan train.
Andrew Brady, her fellow agent on her first placing trip, is a former
schoolteacher who has an easy way with the children—firm but tender
and funny. Underneath his handsome charm, though, seems to linger a
grief that won’t go away—and a secret from his past that he keeps hidden.
As the two team up placing orphans amid small railroad towns in Illinois,
they find themselves growing ever closer . . . until a shocking tragedy
threatens to upend all their work and change one of their lives forever.

Together Forever
Orphan Train #2

Jody Hedlund

9 780764 218057

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 1
$15.99
978-0-7642-1805-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jody Hedlund is the author of
over a dozen novels, including
With You Always, Love Unexpected, Unending Devotion,
The Preacher’s Bride, and A
Noble Groom, and winner
of the 2014 Carol Award for historical romance. She received
a bachelor’s degree from Taylor
© Sarah Davis Photography
University and a master’s from
the University of Wisconsin, both in social work. She
lives in Michigan with her husband and five children.
She loves hearing from readers on Facebook and on
her blog at www.jodyhedlund.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Orphan Train
1 With You Always
978-0-7642-1804-0
Beacons of Hope
1 Love Unexpected
978-0-7642-1237-6
2 Hearts Made Whole
978-0-7642-1238-3
3 Undaunted Hope
978-0-7642-1239-0

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JUNE

Highly Anticipated New Regency Romance
Series from Award-Winning Author
yy “A fitting finale to the series and a lovely addition to the Regency genre.”—Publishers Weekly
starred review of An Inconvenient Beauty
yy British-set historicals are a favorite among
CBA and ABA readers alike
yy First in a heartwarming new series about a
home for abandoned children and the three
women caring for them

W

hen Katherine “Kit” FitzGilbert turned her back on London society
more than a decade ago, she determined never to set foot in a
ballroom again. But when business takes her to London and she’s forced
to run for her life, she stumbles upon not only a glamorous ballroom but
also Lord Graham Wharton. What should have been a chance encounter
becomes much more as Graham embarks on a search for his friend’s
missing sister and is convinced Kit knows more about the girl than she’s
telling.
After meeting Graham, Kit finds herself wishing things could have been
different for the first time in her life, but what she wants can’t matter.
Long ago, she dedicated herself to helping women escape the same scorn
that drove her from London and raising the innocent children caught in
the crossfire. And as much as she desperately wishes to tell Graham
everything, revealing the truth isn’t worth putting him and everyone she
loves in danger.

A Defense of Honor
Haven Manor #1

Kristi Ann Hunter
9 780764 230752

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-3075-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / Regency
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kristi Ann Hunter graduated
from Georgia Tech with a
degree in computer science
but always knew she wanted
to write. Kristi is the author of
the Hawthorne House series and
a 2016 RITA Award winner and
Christy Award finalist. She lives
with her husband and three
children in Georgia. Find her
online at www.kristiannhunter.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Hawthorne House
A Noble Masquerade
978-0-7642-1432-5
An Elegant Façade
978-0-7642-1825-5
An Uncommon Courtship
978-0-7642-1826-2
An Inconvenient Beauty
978-0-7642-1827-9

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JUNE

Classic Stories from Beverly Lewis
in a Fresh New Package
yy Beverly Lewis’s first series set in Amish country
yy The books in these collections have sold more
than 500,000 copies
yy Stories combine contemporary themes with
the charm of Amish life; for ages 11–14

S

et in Pennsylvania’s Amish country, SummerHill Secrets follows
fourteen-year-old Merry Hanson as she navigates the struggles and
triumphs of life and faith. Volume One includes the original titles Whispers
Down the Lane, Secret in the Willows, Catch a Falling Star, Night of the
Fireflies, and A Cry in the Dark. Volume Two contains House of Secrets,
Echoes in the Wind, Hide Behind the Moon, Windows on the Hill, and
Shadows Beyond the Gate.

SummerHill Secrets:
Volumes 1 and 2
Beverly Lewis

9 780764 231032

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 19
SummerHill Secrets:
Volume 1
$14.99
978-0-7642-3103-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
560 pages
Case Quantity: 20

SummerHill Secrets:
Volume 2
$14.99
978-0-7642-3104-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
544 pages
Case Quantity: 20
Category: YOUNG ADULT
FICTION / Religious /
Christian / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Beverly Lewis (www.beverlylewis.com), born in the heart
of Pennsylvania Dutch country,
has more than 17 million books
in print. Her stories have been
published in 12 languages
and have regularly appeared
on numerous bestseller lists,
including the New York Times
© Aimee Christenson
and USA Today. Beverly and her
husband, David, live in Colorado, where they enjoy
hiking, biking, making music, and spending time with
their family.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Cul-de-Sac Kids Collection
One
978-0-7642-3048-6
Cul-de-Sac Kids Collection
Two
978-0-7642-3049-3
Cul-de-Sac Kids Collection
Three
978-0-7642-3050-9
Cul-de-Sac Kids Collection
Four
978-0-7642-3051-6

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9979-1
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9 780764 231049

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JUNE

Camden’s Award-Winning Drama and Romance
Are a Guaranteed Reader Favorite
yy “Camden is the master of historical inspirational romance.”—Booklist starred review
yy Camden brings a woman-in-science story with
riveting courtroom drama, intriguing historical
details, and captivating romance to an early
20th century East Coast setting
yy “This well-plotted historical fiction will keep
readers guessing to the final pages.”
—Publishers Weekly on To the Farthest Shores

A

s a biochemist, Doctor Rosalind Werner has dedicated her life to the
crusade against waterborne diseases and amid the glamor of early
1900s New York, she is at the forefront of a groundbreaking technology
that will change the way water is delivered to every household in the
city—if only she and her team can get people to believe in their work.
Newly appointed Commissioner of Water for New York, Nickolas Drake
is highly skeptical of Rosalind and her team’s techniques. When a brewing
court case throws him into direct confrontation with her, he is surprised by
his reaction to the lovely scientist.
While Rosalind and Nick wage a private war against their own attraction, they stand firmly on opposite sides of a battle that will impact far
more than just their own lives. As the controversy grows more public and
inflammatory and Rosalind becomes the target of an unknown enemy, the
odds stacked against these two rivals swiftly grow more insurmountable
with every passing day.

A Daring Venture
Elizabeth Camden
9 780764 218828

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-1882-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Elizabeth Camden is the
author of nine historical novels
and two historical novellas and
has been honored with both
the RITA Award and the Christy
Award. With a master’s in
history and a master’s in library
science, she is a research
librarian by day and scribbles
© Ginger Murray Photo
away on her next novel by
night. She lives with her husband in Florida. Learn
more at www.elizabethcamden.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
A Dangerous Legacy
978-0-7462-1881-1
To the Farthest Shores
978-0-7642-1880-4
From This Moment
978-0-7642-1721-0
Until the Dawn
978-0-7642-1720-3

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JUNE

PRAISE FOR KAREN WITEMEYER

Heart on the Line
“Heart on the Line is a captivating, enjoyable book filled with
adventure, wit, and whimsy. Fans of
the author will be delighted with this
offering.”—All About Romance
No Other Will Do
“The romance is tender and
sigh-worthy—a key reason why
her readers keep coming back for
more.”—RT Book Reviews
A Worthy Pursuit
“[Witemeyer’s] engaging and vividly
pictured Western romance is narrated
with warm humor, and its heartfelt
story line will be popular with fans.”—
Library Journal
Full Steam Ahead
“Rich in history and delightful in
composition, this story pulled me right
in, in addition to charming me with the
sweet romance between the two main
characters.”—All About Romance
Stealing the Preacher
“Stealing the Preacher showcases
the author’s ability to create plots with
unusual circumstances, yet remain believable. Her characters are well rounded
and appealing, and she has a knack for
keeping the story firmly Christian without
being in the least preachy. . . . The perfect
choice for a summer read: light and
enjoyable without being fluffy.”—Metro
Christian Living
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JUNE

Bestselling Author Karen Witemeyer’s
Newest Offers Texas-Sized
Romance and History
yy “Witemeyer blends history,
suspense, and romance
with touches of humor.”
—Christian Market on
Heart on the Line
yy Witemeyer has won a
Carol Award in Historical
Romance and been named
a Christy Award and RITA
Award finalist for her fiction
yy Heartwarming novel
features three orphans who
grow up into an unlikely
patchwork family

M

any consider Evangeline Hamilton cursed. Orphaned at a young age and possessing
a pair of mismatched eyes—one bright blue, the other dark brown—Eva has fought
to find her way in a world that constantly rejects her. Yet the support of even one person
can help overcome the world’s judgments, and Eva has two—Seth and Zach, two former
orphans she now counts as brothers.
Seeking justice against the man who stole his birthright and destroyed his family, Logan
Fowler arrives in 1880s Pecan Gap, Texas, to confront Zach Hamilton, the hardened criminal
responsible for his father’s death. Only instead of finding a solitary ruthless gambler, he
discovers a man not much older than himself with an unusual family. When Zach’s sister,
Evangeline, insists on dousing Logan with sunshine every time their paths cross, Logan finds
his quest completely derailed. Who is truly responsible for his lost legacy, and will restoring the past satisfy if it means forfeiting a future with Evangeline?

More Than Meets the Eye
Karen Witemeyer

9 780764 212833

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-1283-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Historical / Romance / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Winner of the HOLT Medallion
and the Carol Award and a
finalist for the RITA and Christy
Award, bestselling author
Karen Witemeyer writes
historical romance to give the
world more happily-everafters. Karen makes her home
in Abilene, Texas, with her
husband and three children.
Learn more about Karen and her books
at www.karenwitemeyer.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE
No Other Will Do
978-0-7642-1281-9
Heart on the Line
978-0-7642-1282-6

© Amanda Carpenter

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9970-4
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JUNE

Austen’s Beloved Heroines Reimagined
in a Contemporary Setting
yy “Smith shows her expertise with Jane Austen’s work. . . . A fun and well-crafted romance
through and through.”—RT Book Reviews on
Reason and Romance
yy Appealing, updated look will introduce this
bestselling series to a new audience
yy Will charm fans of Katherine Reay and Hillary
Manton Lodge
Reason and Romance: A Contemporary Retelling of Sense and Sensibility
Sisters Elaina and Anna Woods find themselves caught up in whirlwind
romances. But when both are confronted with heartbreaking revelations,
can their bond withstand the strain as they hold out for happily-ever-after?
Central Park: A Contemporary Retelling of Mansfield Park
When her friend returns from his trip to Paris accompanied by a beautiful woman and her flirtatious brother, Francine faces a difficult choice: wait
for a love that may never be or settle for a man who doesn’t hold her heart.
Northpointe Chalet: A Contemporary Retelling of Northanger Abbey
When a lively group of customers visit Kathy Moore’s café, new friendships—and romance—ensue. When she learns of a mystery in their past,
Kathy takes on the role of amateur detective, but will her digging do more
damage than good?

Reason and Romance
Central Park
Northpointe Chalet
The Jane Austen Series

Debra White Smith
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 5
Reason and Romance
$14.00 SR
978-0-7642-3068-4
Central Park
$14.00 SR
978-0-7642-3069-1
Northpointe Chalet
$14.00 SR
978-0-7642-3070-7

trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION /
Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary
FICTION / Christian /
General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Debra White Smith is a
seasoned author, speaker, and
media personality who has 54
books to her credit, both fiction
and nonfiction. Since 1997,
Debra has had over 1 million
books in print. Her work has
appeared on various bestseller
lists, and she has repeatedly
been voted a reader favorite.
She holds a BA and MA in English and lives in Texas.

9 780764 230684
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Jane Austen Series
First Impressions
978-0-7642-3067-7
Amanda
978-0-7642-3071-4
Possibilities
978-0-7642-3072-1

9 780764 230691

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

9 780764 230707

JULY

Award Winner Susan Anne Mason
Launches a New Historical Romance Series
yy Faith and family are at the heart of this
warm and touching historical romance
yy “A skillful mix of tense family drama,
historical romance, and memorable
characters that will stay with readers.”
—Library Journal on A Worthy Heart
yy Offers a fascinating glimpse into high
society of Toronto after WWI

I

n the aftermath of WWI, Grace Abernathy is determined to reunite with
her family, crossing an ocean to convince her widowed sister to return
home to England. Yet Toronto holds more tragedy and her nephew Christian is now in the custody of his paternal relatives, the formidable Easton
family, who rejected Grace’s sister because of her low social status.
Unconvinced the Eastons can be fitting caretakers, Grace jumps at the
chance to be Christian’s nanny and observe the family up close under
an assumed name. In the course of her new position, she is shocked to
discover herself falling for Andrew Easton, the boy’s guardian. Unfortunately, Andrew is promised to a spoiled socialite who will make a terrible
stepmother for Christian. Will Grace be able to protect her nephew . . . and
her heart?

The Best of Intentions
Canadian Crossings #1

Susan Anne Mason

9 780764 219832

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-1983-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / 20th Century
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Susan Anne Mason’s historical novel Irish Meadows won
the Fiction from the Heartland
contest from the Mid-American
Romance Authors Chapter of
RWA, as well as the Christian
Retailer’s Choice Award for
Debut Novel. A member of
ACFW, Susan lives outside
of Toronto, Ontario, with her
husband and two children. She can be found online at
www.susanannemason.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
A Most Noble Heir
978-0-7642-3087-5
Courage to Dream
1 Irish Meadows
978-0-7642-1724-1
2 A Worthy Heart
978-0-7642-1725-8
3 Love’s Faithful Promise
978-0-7642-1726-5

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JULY

PRAISE FOR DANI PETTREY
Praise for the Chesapeake Valor
series
Still Life
“Pettrey’s readers know they can
count on a thrilling plot with a solid
side of romance.”—Booklist
“Clever, believable plot twists provide fresh suspense, and the author
provides plenty of flawed, believable
characters for readers to relate to
within the story.”—RT Book Reviews
Cold Shot
“Readers will stay on the edge of
their seats.”—Booklist starred review
Praise for the Alaskan Courage
series
Shattered
“Fans of Dee Henderson’s O’Malley
Family series will love Pettrey’s
McKenna clan.”—USA Today
Stranded
“Dani Pettrey has delivered another
incredibly compelling adventure in
Alaska.”—Dee Henderson, New York
Times bestselling author of Taken
Sabotaged
“The McKenna family saga comes
to a roaring finale. . . . Pettrey keeps the
pages turning with a wicked pace, snappy
dialogue, and likable characters, while
deftly handling deep emotional and spiritual struggles.”—Publishers Weekly
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JULY

Pettrey’s Bestselling Series Comes
to a Riveting Conclusion
yy Pettrey has quickly become
a top name in romantic
suspense
yy Pettrey’s Cold Shot listed
among Booklist’s Top 10 Inspirational Fiction for 2016
yy Fans have been waiting for
this unstoppable conclusion
to the Chesapeake Valor series

B

urning debris littering the ground . . . smoke pluming in the acrid air . . . this is just the
beginning if he fails.
Seven years ago, operative Luke Gallagher vanished to become part of an elite team set
on capturing a deadly terrorist. When Luke returns to face those he left behind, their help
becomes his only hope of stopping his target’s latest threat of an attack that would shake
America to its core.
Private investigator Kate Maxwell never stopped loving or looking for Luke after he
disappeared. But she also never imagined he left her or his life by choice. Now he’s back,
and together they must unravel a twisting thread of secrets, lies, and betrayal, all while on
the brink of a biological disaster.
Will they and their love survive, or will Luke and Kate become the terrorist’s next mark?

Dead
Drift
C
V
#4
hesapeake

alor

Dani Pettrey

9 780764 212970

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-1297-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dani Pettrey is the bestselling
author of the Chesapeake Valor
series and the Alaskan Courage
series and winner of the 2014
Daphne du Maurier Award
for Inspirational Novel, the
2014 Christian Retailing’s Best
Award for Suspense, and the
2013 Holt Medallion for First
Novel. She and her husband re- © Michael Pettrey Photography
side in the D.C. Metro area. She can be found online
at www.danipettrey.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Chesapeake Valor
1 Cold Shot
978-0-7642-1197-3
2 Still Life
978-0-7642-1295-6
3 Blind Spot
978-0-7642-1296-3
Sins of the Past
978-0-7642-1797-5

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9969-8
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JULY

PRAISE FOR THE HOUSE
ON FOSTER HILL
“Rich characterization and intricate plotting combine to make this
novel unputdownable. This one will
fly off the shelves as readers discover
the very talented Wright. Highly
recommended!” —Colleen Coble,
USAToday bestselling author of the
Sunset Cove series
“Jaime Jo Wright is an amazing
storyteller who had me on the edge
of my seat turning pages and reading
as fast as I could to get to the end of
the book! The House on Foster Hill is
a masterfully told story with layers and
layers of mystery and intrigue. . . . I’ll
be excited to read more from this author.”—Tracie Peterson, bestselling
author of The Heart of the Frontier series
“With a fresh voice and steady
pacing, Jaime Jo Wright claims a
noteworthy spot on the favorites shelf
with her time-split novel debut. . . . The
suspense grips early, holds fast, and
doesn’t let the reader go until the last
satisfying page.”—Kristy Cambron,
bestselling author of The Lost Castle and
the Hidden Masterpiece series
“Riveting! . . . The House on Foster
Hill has it all: robust characters, twists
I didn’t predict, sky-high stakes, and a
strong thread of hope hemming it all
together. An outstanding novel from an
author to watch.”—Jocelyn Green,
award-winning author of The Mark of
the King
“In a riveting collision of past and
present, Jaime Jo Wright pens an
unforgettable story of legacy and loss. . . .
Wright is an author to watch, and one
who will quickly become formidable!”
—Ronie Kendig, bestselling author of
Conspiracy of Silence
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Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JULY

Page-Turning Sophomore Release
from an Author to Watch
yy Will appeal to readers
of Colleen Coble, Rachel
Hauck, and Kristy Cambron
yy Wright excels at unpredictable, suspenseful dual
timelines that will hook
readers who love both historical and contemporary
fiction
yy Meaningful themes woven
throughout the gripping
storyline make for excellent
word-of-mouth and book
club discussion

F

or over a century, the town of Gossamer Grove has thrived on its charm and midwestern values, but Annalise Forsythe knows painful secrets, including her own, hover just
beneath the pleasant façade. When a man is found dead in his run-down trailer home,
Annalise inherits the trailer, along with the pictures, vintage obituaries, and old revival
posters covering its walls. As she sorts through the collection, she’s wholly unprepared for
the ramifications of the dark and deadly secrets she’ll uncover.
A century earlier, Gossamer Grove has been stirred into chaos by the arrival of controversial and charismatic twin revivalists. The chaos takes a murderous turn when Libby Sheffield, working at her father’s newspaper, receives an obituary for a reputable church deacon
hours before his death. As she works with the deacon’s son to unravel the mystery behind
the crime, it becomes undeniably clear that a reckoning has come to town—but it isn’t until
another obituary arrives that they realize the true depths of the danger they’ve waded into.
Two women, separated by a hundred years, must uncover the secrets within the borders
of their own town before it’s too late and they lose their future—or their very souls.

The Reckoning at
Gossamer Pond
Jaime Jo Wright

9 780764 230295

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 3
$14.99
978-0-7642-3029-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jaime Jo Wright is the
Publishers Weekly and ECPA
bestselling author of three novellas and The House on Foster
Hill, her debut novel. She lives
in Wisconsin with her husband
and two children and is a
human resources director by
trade. Find her online at www.
jaimewrightbooks.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE
The House on Foster Hill
978-0-7642-3028-8

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9973-5
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PRAISE FOR
TRACIE PETERSON
“Peterson creates believable
19th-century characters that will
resonate with readers.”—Publishers
Weekly on Beloved Hope
“This powerful novel is realistic
of the time, and great for fans of
Francine Rivers.”—Christian Market
on Treasured Grace
“Peterson excels at painting a
scene, bringing alive both the rugged
frontier landscape and the people in
conflict over it. . . . This is a powerful
completion to an engaging, spiritually
sensitive series.”—Publishers Weekly
starred review of Cherished Mercy
“Peterson’s latest sets the bar high
when it comes to all the small yet vivid
details that contribute to the richness
of the story. . . . An uplifting read
with a sweet romance demonstrates
why Peterson is such a remarkable
storyteller.”—RT Book Reviews on
A Beauty Refined
“Peterson is a long-time fixture on
Christian market bestseller lists with her
more than 100 novels, and this second in
the Lone Star Brides series will add to her
shelf of success.”—Publishers Weekly
on A Moment in Time
“Peterson is well known for her strong
research skills that really help to set a
sense of time and place to the story. Her
characters are diverse, yet are all very
authentic in their actions and motivations.”—freshfiction.com on
The Miner’s Lady
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The Dramatic Story of One
Woman Searching for Her Family
yy Book 2 of the Golden Gate
Secrets series, set in atmospheric turn-of-the-century
San Francisco
yy Each new Peterson novel is
a CBA bestseller
yy Story features authentic,
dramatic moments from
history, including the great
earthquake of 1906

J

udith Gladstone came to San Francisco after her parents died to find her last living
relative, an aunt she has never met. Instead she has fallen head over heels in love with
Caleb Coulter, her friend’s brother. Caleb has promised to help Judith find her aunt, but she
can tell he thinks of her only as a friend, and she struggles to hide her feelings.
When Caleb traces Judith’s aunt to the wealthy Whitley family, Judith is reunited with
her long-lost relatives. The truths she learns about her past and her parents are shocking
and overwhelming, however, and the more she gets to know her new family, the more danger she uncovers. Someone does not want Judith in the picture, and they will do whatever
it takes to get rid of her.

In
Dreams
Forgotten
G
G
S
#2
olden

ate

ecrets

Tracie Peterson

9 780764 219009 9 780764 231216 9 780764 231223

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 3
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-1900-9
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32

large print
$17.99
978-0-7642-3122-3
5½ x 8½
464 pages
Case Quantity: 24

hardcover
$22.99
978-0-7642-3121-6
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: FICTION /
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian /
Romance
FICTION / Historical
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tracie Peterson is the bestselling, award-winning author
of more than 100 novels. Tracie
also teaches writing workshops
at a variety of conferences
on subjects such as inspirational romance and historical
research. She and her family
live in Montana. Learn more at
www.traciepeterson.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Golden Gate Secrets
1 In Places Hidden
978-0-7642-1899-6

© Lissa Barber Photography

Heart of the Frontier
1 Treasured Grace
978-0-7642-1327-4
2 Beloved Hope
978-0-7642-1328-1
3 Cherished Mercy
978-0-7642-1329-8

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9972-8
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Comedy and Romance Combine in Turano’s
Satisfying Series Conclusion
yy “Turano’s first Apart From the Crowd historical
absolutely sparkles.”—Publishers Weekly
starred review
yy USA Today bestseller Turano consistently
offers a delightful, humorous take on Gilded
Age romance
yy “Turano’s ability to tell a great story infused
with humor and light-hearted banter shows
through on each page.”—RT Book Reviews on
Behind the Scenes

M

iss Temperance Flowerdew is on her way to work when a stranger
suddenly grabs her off the street and sends her on a Chicago-bound
train before she can figure out what happened.
When Mr. Gilbert Cavendish is called upon to rescue a missing woman,
he follows the trail to Chicago only to discover that the woman is his good
friend Temperance. Before they can discover who was behind the abduction, they’re seen alone together by a New York society matron, putting
their reputations at risk.
Gilbert is willing to propose marriage—except Temperance will have
none of it. She’s finally stepped out of the shadow of her relations and
won’t give up her independence. But when it becomes clear the misunderstanding in Chicago has escalated into a threat on her life and followed her
to New York, accepting Gilbert’s help in solving the mystery may lead to
more than she ever could have dreamed.

Caught by Surprise
Apart From the Crowd

Jen Turano
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 31
$15.99
978-0-7642-1796-8

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jen Turano, author of nine
books and two novellas, is a
graduate of the University of
Akron with a degree in clothing
and textiles. She is a member
of ACFW and lives in a suburb
of Denver, Colorado. Visit her
website at www.jenturano.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Apart From the Crowd
Out of the Ordinary
978-0-7642-1795-1
Behind the Scenes
978-0-7642-1794-4
Playing the Part
978-0-7642-1277-2
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Family Drama and Heartwarming
Romance Set in Lancaster County
yy “Gould writes in a way that feels true to life.”
—RT Book Reviews
yy Gould consistently hits bestseller lists
with her Amish romances
yy Offers a glimpse into the life of the
Amish during the Civil War along with
a contemporary romance

F

or years Marie Bachmann thought of herself as the “good” daughter.
She was the most loving to their mother, the most dedicated to their
Amish way of life. But when a Mennonite farmhand, Gordon Martin, shows
interest in her she can’t help but be flattered—until her mother sends her
off to Florida. While there, Marie begins spending time with bad-boy Eli
Jacob, the bishop’s son from back home.
When Gordon shows up in Florida to volunteer in a homeless shelter,
her life becomes even more complicated. At the same time her aunt begins
telling her of a Civil War–era ancestor and the woman’s uncommon bravery
. . . a story that begins to work at Marie’s heart.
Marie hopes returning home may simplify life, but Eli soon follows. As
Marie grapples with whether she should court Eli or leave the church for
Gordon, the story of Annie Bachmann shines a light on what God has for
Marie’s future.

A Simple Singing

The Sisters of Lancaster County #2

Leslie Gould

9 780764 219702

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 31
$15.99
978-0-7642-1970-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Christian / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Leslie Gould is the coauthor,
with Mindy Starns Clark, of the
#1 bestselling The Amish Midwife and The Amish Nanny. She
is also the author of numerous
novels including two Lancaster
Amish series. She holds an
MFA in creative writing from
Portland State University and
has taught fiction writing at
Multnomah University as an adjunct professor. She
resides with her husband and four children in Oregon.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Sisters of Lancaster County
1 A Plain Leaving
978-0-7642-1969-6
Neighbors of Lancaster County
1 Amish Promises
978-0-7642-1508-7
2 Amish Sweethearts
978-0-7642-1524-7
3 Amish Weddings
978-0-7642-1694-7
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Miller Excels at Bringing Unique
History to Life
yy “Miller’s fans will enjoy this romp following
the traveling chapels of yesteryear.”
—Publishers Weekly on The Chapel Car Bride
yy Miller blends romance with the exploration
of a fascinating aspect of early 20th century
Florida history
yy “An enjoyable read that is perfect for a
relaxing day.”—RT Book Reviews on
The Chapel Car Bride

M

uch to the dismay of her Greek family, Zanna Krykos makes a living
as a lawyer in Tarpon Springs, Florida. When her friend Lucy needs
legal advice about the business she inherited upon her father’s passing,
she ends up asking Zanna to run the business instead so she can focus on
her medical career.
Nico Kalos is a Greek diver who has worked on sponging boats in the
Aegean Sea since the age of 14, giving him a vast knowledge of the trade.
When he hears of an opportunity to lead a group of spongers to the United
States, he seizes it. But his excitement is quickly quelled when he arrives
only to discover that a young woman with no experience in the business
will be in charge of the new crews.
But as Zanna and Nico face even more complications than they could
have imagined, they must learn to work together or risk everything they’ve
worked so hard for.

The Lady of Tarpon Springs
Judith Miller
9 780764 231063

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 31
$15.99
978-0-7642-3106-3

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Judith Miller is an awardwinning author whose avid
research and love for history
are reflected in her bestselling
novels. Judy makes her home in
Topeka, Kansas. Learn more at
www.judithmccoymiller.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Chapel Car Bride
978-0-7642-1905-4

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide
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The Rousing Conclusion to
an Action-packed Series
yy “Kendig has outdone herself.”
—RT Book Review on The Tox Files
yy The Tox Files stories were nominated
for a 2017 Inspy Award for Suspense
and a 2017 Carol Award
yy Tox, Ram, and the rest of the team must
race to stop the Arrow & Flame Order

D

ismantled centuries ago, the sword of Goliath is still rumored to thirst
for its enemies’ blood. Cole “Tox” Russell only wants to begin his life
with Haven Cortes, but he must first complete a final mission: retrieve that
sword and destroy the deadly Arrow & Flame Order.
The AFO, however, is determined to claim the sword. Wielding their
father’s life over Tzivia and Ram Khalon, they threaten to expose Ram’s
long-held and dangerous secret while demanding Tzivia locate the sword.
With the Wraith team slowly being torn apart, things only worsen when
Mercy Maddux, a new operative, emerges with the stunning news that the
sword is tied to both Ram’s secret and a string of unsolved serial murders.
Tox, Ram, and the others are forced to set aside fear and anger to focus
only on the enemy. No matter the cost, Wraith must stop or take the enemy
down with them.

Thirst of Steel
The Tox Files #3

Ronie Kendig

9 780764 217678

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 31
$15.99
978-0-7642-1767-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Thrillers / Suspense
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ronie Kendig is an awardwinning, bestselling author
who grew up an Army brat.
She’s penned over a half-dozen
novels, including Conspiracy of
Silence, The Quiet Professionals
series, and the A Breed Apart
series. She and her hunky hero
hubby have a fun, crazy life
with their children, their Maltese Menace, and a retired military working dog in
Northern Virginia. Visit her at www.roniekendig.com.
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The Tox Files
1 Conspiracy of Silence
978-0-7642-1765-4
2 Crown of Souls
978-0-7642-1766-1
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